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A  short time later, the door is open, and the police force is filing out. It 
doesn’t take long to find a way out of the newly-opened mansion seg-

ment.

“Thanks, Xyzzy,” says Vivian as she emerges in the sunlight, smiling. “But it 
sounds like there’s still a city full of people to save. And a mystery criminal mas-
termind to stop. Where to now?”

“I don’t know,” you respond in despair. “The case files don’t help. This is obvi-
ously as far as the commander got. I don’t know what the Decoder’s plan is, 
where it will take place, or how it connects to the things I’ve discovered so far.”

“Decoder!” The voice is Cosmo’s, in your pocket. You pull out your phone.

“Are you still eavesdropping, Cosmo?”

“You said Decoder. I know Decoder! Very dangerous. Kicked out of E.V.I.L. for 
being too dangerous. Wants control of my moai statues. And then the world!”

Excitement once again rushing through your veins, you press the hacker for 
more. “We both want the Decoder stopped. Can you help me find them?”

Cosmo doesn’t respond immediately, which is worrying enough. “Hmmm...hard. 
Tried before, and failed.”

“If it helps, I think they were at San Zhi Resort in Taiwan less than twenty-four 
hours ago. And left in a plane with maximum-level clearance to go where it 
pleases.”

“You met the Decoder?!” Now Cosmo sounds excited. “Your phone was on!” he 
yells with glee. “I kept listener program open on your phone. Just in case.”

You don’t have time to worry about that - it’s a sacrifice you’re glad to have 
unwittingly made. But you’ll be getting a new phone after this is over. “Does it 
help?”

“Already found. That plane left Taiwan and flew northwest...” He trails off.

“To where?” you almost scream.

“You won’t like it!” Cosmo laughs. Your phone beeps, and a website pops up. 
He’s right about you not liking it, but a strange ad on the webpage catches your 
attention...
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